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There currently does not exist what can be called an economic sociology of law – that is, a sociological analysis of the role of law in economic life.¹ Before trying to outline what such an analysis would look like, it may be useful to address the issue of whether an economic sociology of law is needed in the first place. There does, after all, already exist a well-established field in economics and many law schools called law and economics. Furthermore, sociologists of law (including its Marxist proponents) have for many decades analyzed the relationship between law and society, including the economy.

All of this is correct, but it can also be argued that none of these approaches has accomplished what an economic sociology of law would set out to do. The law and economics literature does not approach legal phenomena in an empirical and sociological manner, as the economic sociology of law would do. Instead it relies heavily on the logic of neoclassical economics in its analyses. It is also explicitly normative in nature and advocates how judges should behave and how legislation should be constructed – usually so that wealth is maximized (Posner). While the economic sociology of law is only concerned with the legal aspects of economic life, the law and economics approach argues that one should extend the logic of economics to the analysis of all types of law.

The sociology of law has also paid some attention to the economy and produced a few studies that are of much relevance to the economic sociology of law.² Still, its main interest is usually in law and society in general, and it has definitely not singled out economic topics. This is also on the whole true for the law and society movement in the United States.³ Finally, Marxist sociologists of law have produced surprisingly few studies of concrete legal phenomena that are of relevance to

the economy, and have mostly preferred to discuss general aspects of the impact of capitalism on the legal system. Moreover, these sociologists are hampered by viewing the law as part of the superstructure.

Nonetheless, what would be the task of an economic sociology of law? Generally, it should produce careful empirical studies of the role that law and regulations play in the economic sphere — drawing primarily (I myself would add) on an analysis that highlights not only social relations but also interests. To use the word “careful” in this context may seem odd, but the few studies that exist in this genre testify to such a degree of complexity in the interaction of law and economy that one would like to issue a general warning for studies that produce sweeping answers to the question of how legal institutions function in the economy, including the question of the overall role of law and regulations in the economy. To study the role of law in the ongoing economy would be one way to describe what the main task of the economic sociology of law should be.

As with the sociology of law, one task for the economic sociology of law would be to analyze the relationship of law and economy to other spheres of society, such as the political sphere or the private sphere of the family. As in the case of the Marxist sociology of law, the economic sociology of law would look at the way in which economic forces influence legal phenomena; but in addition it would also analyze how law affects the economy, again with reservations for the complexity involved. Finally, in an approach similar to that of law and economics, the economic sociology of law would study the way in which the legal system helps to further economic growth, and perhaps also show how the spirit of a commercial society can come to pervade parts of the law other than those that directly have to do with the economy. To this should be added the task of studying how law can slow down and block economic growth — a task that is implied in research programs for law and economics but is rarely carried out.

It is possible to outline the kind of topics that an economic sociology of law should cover on a general level by drawing on a scheme that Weber introduces in his essay on objectivity from 1904 in which he describes the area of social economics (Sozialökonomik). This scheme can be called a society-centered scheme, meaning that the phenomenon to be analyzed (law) is seen as being dependent on society, rather than being independent (see Figure 1). The goal, in all brevity, is to produce a type
of analysis in which law is subordinate to the general development of society (including the economy), rather than one in which law and its evolution are seen as primary. The key point is that what happens in law is usually dependent on what goes on in society, including the economy.

A. A law-centered view
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B. A society-centered view
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Figure 1. The role of law in society: A law-centered view versus a society-centered view.

Comment: It is common in the law and society literature to speak of an internal versus an external analysis of law. By an internal analysis is meant an analysis that primarily looks at the legal system, while by an external analysis is meant an analysis that studies the input into the legal system as well as the impact of the legal system on society (see A., which comes from an article by legal scholar David Gordon). A different way of conceptualizing the relationship between law and society, however, has been proposed by Lawrence Friedman, a legal historian. Here society is central, not the law; and this means that the law is in principle dependent for its development on the general evolution of society. "Major legal change follows and depends on social change" (Friedman 1975: 269).

The general idea of a society-centered analysis can be made more precise, and also applied to the relationship between law and the economy; and this is where Weber's scheme for social economics comes into the picture. Social economics, Weber argues in his 1904 essay, should study three types of phenomena: "economic phenomena" (economic institutions and economic norms), "economically relevant phenomena" (non-economic phenomena that influence economic phenomena), and "economically conditioned phenomena" (non-economic phenomena that are partly influenced by economic phenomena). The three major forms of the modern economy – the capitalist economy, the official economy of the state, and the private economy of the household – are all covered by this definition. It should also be noticed that Weber introduces some qualifications into this scheme by arguing that economically relevant phenomena can never totally shape economic phenomena, nor are economically conditioned phenomena ever more than partly influenced by the economy. These qualifications are important to keep in mind.

If, instead of applying Weber's scheme to the relationship of the economy to society, we now apply it to the relationship of law to the economy, we get the following: there is first and foremost the economy including its legal dimension. This would include key economic institutions and norms, such as banks, corporations, and money. Law, in modern society, is constitutive for most economic phenomena, meaning by this that it is an indispensable as well as an organic part of them. Social scientists may separate out the non-legal part of economic phenomena from their legal part in their analyses. In reality, however, they are inseparable.

Besides the economy, including its legal dimension, there is also the (partial) impact of legal phenomena on economic phenomena, and the (partial) impact of economic phenomena on legal phenomena (see Figure 2). Note that the economy is at the center of this scheme – and this is why we may call it an economic sociology of law rather than something like a sociology of law which specializes in economic legislation. There is a primacy of the economy and how it works, in other words, and not the primacy of law.

In its efforts to understand the role of law in economic life, the economic sociology of law should draw on the insights of economic sociology in general. It has, for example, been well established in contemporary economic sociology that economic actions take place in networks,
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Figure 2. The subject area of the economic sociology of law.

Comment: This figure constitutes an attempt to outline the area that an economic sociology of law should cover. This is done by drawing on Weber's attempt to outline the area for social economics in his 1904 essay on objectivity (see A.). According to this scheme, social economics should cover "economic phenomena," "economically relevant phenomena" and "economically conditioned phenomena." This assures that the three main parts of the modern economy are covered: the corporate economy, the state economy and the household economy. If Weber's scheme is applied to the relationship between law and economy, we get the following (see B). There are first and foremost economic phenomena, including their legal dimension. Law is constitutive for this type of phenomena, in the sense that they cannot exist without a legal dimension. There also are legal phenomena that partly influence economic phenomena, and legal phenomena that are partly influenced by economic phenomena. At the heart of this scheme is the constitution of economic phenomena, including their legal dimension. There is consequently a primacy of the economy, not a primacy of law. Law is part of the functioning of the economy, not the other way around.


and that these networks connect corporations to one another, corporations to banks, individuals to corporations, and so on. In all of these relationships law is present; and the concepts of networks and economic (social) action can therefore be used in an attempt to reach a better understanding of the role that law plays in the economy. This is similarly true for other concepts and approaches in economic sociology, such as the concept of the field, different types of capital, and so on.
The economic sociology of law should also be able to make a contribution to economic sociology, as it currently exists. To introduce law into the picture typically means to add another factor, without which the picture would be incomplete. In mainstream economics before the 1950s, it was generally agreed that the legal system could safely be disregarded since it did not affect the typical course of events; and one sometimes gets the impression that this has also been the view in economic sociology; for example, law plays a marginal or nonexisting role in much of new economic sociology.

Law, however, is a factor that typically affects the economic actor, in the sense that she has to take law into consideration. If it can be disregarded in certain situations, this should be explicitly stated. The assumption that a decision by the state automatically translates into a law, and that this law is automatically followed, should not be made since there is no simple one-to-one causality involved. Law introduces, so to speak, an extra layer in the analysis; and it is always the case that what matters from a sociological perspective is the reaction of the actor to the law, not what the law or legal doctrine says.

To develop an economic sociology of law along these lines constitutes a huge challenge, since it demands knowledge of three different social sciences — law, economics, and sociology — as well as a capacity to wring something novel and sociological out of the combination. But there already exist some suggestive ideas for how to go about this task, as I show in the rest of this article. In the first section, some of these ideas emerge in the discussion of the general relationship between law and economics. The work of Max Weber, it should be emphasized, is what comes closest to an already existing program for an economic sociology of law. Weber's work also contains some important analyses of the relationship between law and economics.

The section on the general relationship between law and economics is followed by a discussion of the *lex mercatoria* and then by a discussion of a few legal institutions that are of particular importance to economic life, such as property (including intellectual property), inheritance, the contract, and the concept of the firm as a legal personality. The fourth section covers some studies in contemporary economic sociology that are of relevance to the economic sociology of law. There are also some works relevant to our purpose that have been produced in the law and economics tradition. Due to the strong presence in contemporary legal scholarship of this latter type of approach, I indicate in the fifth section
where the field of law and economics coincides with, as well as where it differs from, the economic sociology of law.

**On law and the economy**

There exist a number of different approaches to the general nature of law, both in jurisprudence and in the sociology of law. It has, for example, been argued that law is a "command of the sovereign" (Austin) and that the essential nature of law is connected to the idea of "legality" (Selznick). There seems to be no reason, however, why the economic sociology of law should be closely connected to one of these approaches, as opposed to some other. With this in mind, I nonetheless argue that law, from a sociological viewpoint, is closely connected to the notion of order, and that order is crucial to society as well as to power elites. From this perspective, law can be seen as one of the many weapons in the arsenal of power, similar to physical coercion. Law and violence, of course, do not exclude one another; they are often mixed. Law imposes a distinct order on things by stating what should be done in specific situations. This goes both for when the ruler is directly challenged as well as for ordinary conflicts. Conflicts emerge continuously in society, and unless they are solved on a continuous basis, chaos will eventually ensue. It is also clear that economic activities thrive on order, and that there exists a close link between the two.

Weber's definition of law fits very well into this type of argument about the need for order in society, namely that law is present wherever there is a staff that has been specifically appointed to enforce a normative order. The exact definition is as follows: "An order will be called ... law if it is externally guaranteed by the probability that physical or psychological coercion will be applied by a staff of people in order to bring about compliance or avenge violation." By "order" (Ordnung) in this context Weber roughly means institution.

Weber's definition of law has been criticized for downplaying the role of ideals. It can, however, be argued that the nature of the order that Weber talks about is not specified. The legal system of a perfectly democratic society, for example, fits Weber's definition just as well as the legal system of the Nazis did. It should also be pointed out that law can exist, according to Weber's definition, in situations where no physical violence whatsoever is involved; what is minimally needed is psychological coercion.
Duration in time is central to the concept of order, and according to Weber a political order is likely to last much longer if people find it legitimate, and are not simply coerced to obey whoever is in power through the use of violence. "You can do anything with bayonettes," as Talleyrand is supposed to have said, "except for sitting on them." Weber does not address the issue of justice in his theory of legitimation, but it is clear that this is precisely where justice may come in, and that a regime based not only on legitimacy but also on justice would be very sturdy. There exist, according to Weber, several different types of domination, and each of these goes together with a certain type of law. Traditional domination rests primarily on customary law, charismatic domination on law established through inspiration, and legal authority on rational law.

Weber's argument about the important role of law in contemporary democratic society, where legal domination is the most common type of domination, does not mean that people always follow the legal rules and that, once we know what these rules are, we also know how people will act. Jurisprudence, as Weber is careful to point out, tells us what will happen under specific conditions, in the same way as the rules for a card game tell us how the game should be played. Sociology, however, has a very different approach to law: it tries to establish to what extent legal rules influence the behavior of people — to what extent they constitute "actual determinants of human behavior."  

From a sociological perspective it is consequently obvious that many factors other than the law determine why people engage in the behavior prescribed by the law. The extent to which it is the law, rather than some other factor that determines the behavior in question, has therefore to be decided in each particular case. This can be termed the first principle of the sociology of law. In orienting her behavior to the legal order, it should be added, the actor may decide whether to obey the law or not. In the latter case, her behavior may still be influenced by the law. A thief, for example, will typically try to hide her action.

By introducing the notion of interest into the analysis of law and economy, I argue, it will grow in complexity as well as in realism. If economic interests are pitted against the law we expect, for example, tension and possibly disobedience, crime, and corruption. If economic interests, on the other hand, encourage some behavior that is also prescribed by the law, it will be hard to stop this behavior. And economic interests that are not only protected by the law but also viewed
as just and legitimate, would be even harder to stop. Note that some of these economic interests may lead to an increase in production, while others may slow it down or block it. Finally, one way to guarantee that laws are followed would be to make it in some people's interest to see to it that this is the case. Following Douglas Heckathorn, we may term this interest a "regulatory interest." 12

According to Vilhelm Aubert, "the concept of interest has played an important role in law and jurisprudence." 13 There also exists a school in legal philosophy called the Jurisprudence of Interests. 14 A well-known legal thinker, Roscoe Pound, for example, assigned a key role to interests in his work. He defined rights as "interests to be secured," and saw society as evolving from "individual interests" to "social interests." 15 Rudolf von Jhering viewed law as the result of struggle, and argued that this struggle could be very violent since interest often stands against interest:

In the course of time, the interests of thousands of individuals, and of whole classes, have become bound up with the existing principles of law in such a manner that these cannot be done away with without doing the greatest injury to the former. To question the principle of law or the institution, means a declaration of war against all these interests, the tearing away of a polyp which resists the effort with a thousand arms. 16

David Hume's theory of law is similarly influenced by his general vision that interests influence human behavior. 17 Justice is not so much an ideal, according to Hume, as a sense of right that people develop in relation to their interests. Law is instituted in society because people realize that it is in their "own and public interest" to have order in society. This way their property will be defended, trade will become possible, and so on. 18 As two further examples of the way in which interests have been used in legal analysis, we have Vilhelm Aubert's argument about conflict resolution and Lawrence Friedman's theory of legal culture. According to Aubert, one can counterpose conflict resolution in the market to conflict resolution in the court. In markets it is often possible to reach a compromise, that is, to find a price that is acceptable to the buyer as well as to the seller. When people cannot negotiate a solution because they have different values or disagree about facts, however, a different way of solving the conflict than bargaining has to be resorted to – the court system. 19

According to Lawrence Friedman, individuals and groups have "interests" but these are not relevant to the legal system until they have
been transformed into "demands." 20 "Legal culture" is defined as that which converts interests into demands or permits this conversion. More generally, legal culture consists of "knowledge of and attitudes and behavior patterns toward the legal system." 21 Groups may, for example, feel that the legal system is unfair and does not translate their interests into demands. Legal professionals — lawyers, judges — have their own interests and also their own type of legal culture. As is clear from these two examples, values and customs are central to legal culture. Friedman summarizes his view on legal culture, interests, and law making, writing: "We can rephrase the basic proposition about the making of law as follows: social force, i.e. power, influence, presses upon the legal system and evokes social acts, when legal culture converts interests into demands or permits this conversion." 22

Something also needs to be said about the general relationship between law and the economy. According to a well-known passage in The Wealth of Nations, no person with property would be able to sleep without fear of being robbed, unless her property was protected by the law. 23 David Hume's interest theory of law was just referred to, and the three fundamental rules of justice that are mentioned in A Treatise on Human Nature are all related to the economy: "stability of possession," "the transferrence [of possession] by consent," and "the performance of promises." 24

The thinker, however, who has made the most sustained attempt to establish the general relationships between law and the economy from a sociological perspective is Max Weber. In Economy and Society Weber suggests that it is possible to speak of six such relationships. 25 The three most important of these all refer to interests in some way:

- "Law ... guarantees by no means only economic interests but rather the most diverse interests ranging from the most elementary one of protection of personal security to such purely ideal goods as personal honor or the honor of the divine powers." 26
- "Obviously, legal guaranties are directly at the service of economic interests to a very large extent. Even where this does not seem to be, or actually is not, the case, economic interests are among the strongest factors influencing the creation of law. For any authority guaranteeing a legal order depends, in some way, upon the consensual action of the constitutive groups, and the formation of social groups depends, to a large extent, upon constellations of material interests." 27
- When economic interests go counter to the law "only a limited
measure of success can be attained through the threat of coercion supporting the legal order."

Weber also states that it is not necessary that just the state guarantees economic interests via the legal order – other authorities will do as well. The last two of Weber’s general statements on law and the economy concern the situation in which there is a disjunction between what the law says and what actually goes on in the economy. Economic relationships may change, according to Weber, while the law remains the same; and an economic situation may be treated in different ways by the law, depending on what legal angle is involved.

The sweeping character of the six propositions is probably due to Weber’s intent to make them fit many different societies, from all periods of history. One can, however, also find a few statements in Weber’s work that are exclusively about capitalist society and its legal order, and that are more precise in nature. One of these is particularly interesting since it has to do with the capacity of law to create new economic relationships. The law, in brief, does not only consist of “mandatory and prohibitive [paragraphs],” when it comes to the economy, but also of “empowering” and “enabling laws.” The key passage in Weber’s sociology of law on this topic reads as follows:

To the person who finds himself actually in possession of the power to control an object or a person the legal guaranty gives a specific certainty of the durability of such power. To the person to whom something has been promised the legal guaranty gives a higher degree of certainty that the promise will be kept. These are indeed the most elementary relationships between law and economic life. But they are not the only possible ones. Law can also function in such a manner that, in sociological terms, the prevailing norms controlling the operation of the coercive apparatus have such a structure as to induce, in their turn, the emergence of certain economic relations.

Weber adds that this type of law confers “privileges” of two distinct kinds: (1) they “[provide] protection against certain types of interference by third parties, especially state officials,” and (2) they “grant to an individual autonomy to regulate his relations with others by his own transactions.” As examples of this second type – legal institutions that further economic relationships – Weber cites the modern contract, agency, negotiable instruments, and the conception of the firm as an individual actor. We have here something of a Weberian research agenda for the economic sociology of law, as I see it; and several of these institutions are discussed later on in this article.
Legal historian Willard Hurst would later develop ideas that are parallel to those of Weber about the way in which law enables economic actions and helps modern capitalism along. According to Hurst, American law played this role especially during the nineteenth century, when it helped the economy to grow through "the release of energy," to cite Hurst's famous phrase. 32 Hurst himself has characterized his work as "legal economic history" and "law and the economy"; and there do exist some interesting parallels between his approach and efforts by Posner and his followers. 33 What separates Hurst from Posner et al. however, is his sociological and empirical approach: legal and economic phenomena are to Hurst's mind social in character and must be studied empirically, not through an exercise in analytical thinking.

Laying the legal foundation for modern capitalism: The lex mercatoria

The innovations in commercial law that were made in Europe during the period of the late eleventh and twelfth centuries still constitute the foundation for capitalism. What happened in commercial law during this brief period can, to some extent, be compared to the technological innovations that ushered in the industrial revolution or the change in economic mentality that according to Weber came about with Protestantism. Given the enormous importance of lex mercatoria – which created "all characteristic legal institutes of modern capitalism" (Weber) – it seems natural that it should occupy an important place in the economic sociology of law. 34 After a presentation of the lex mercatoria or the Law Merchant, as it is also known, the question of why such great legal creativity came to characterize just this period will be addressed. 35

During the eleventh and twelfth centuries the Western economy experienced a very rapid growth in agricultural productivity and trade. New cities were founded and the number of merchants grew rapidly. Merchants crossed the sea as well as the countryside in search of profit, and they organized markets and fairs where these did not already exist. They also developed their own law, which soon came to coexist with canon law, urban law, and manorial law. Buying and selling, transporting goods and insuring them were all dealt with in the laws that now emerged from the merchants' communities. Together these made up a fairly coherent set of rules – the lex mercatoria – which was accepted all over Europe. 36
The merchants had their own courts at the markets and fairs that they organized, and they appointed fellow merchants as judges. Merchants also served as judges at guild courts and urban courts during the Middle Ages. The proceedings at the merchants' courts were typically very fast, and technical legal arguments were discouraged. Professional lawyers were not welcome and equity inspired the verdicts. The merchants controlled what went on in the markets and the fairs, but had no formal power outside of these when it came to enforcing the decisions of their courts.

What is truly remarkable about the lex mercatoria is that it created a series of institutions that still very much constitute the legal foundation for capitalism. In doing so, it helped to systematize and institutionalize a series of novel economic activities. A list of the most important achievements of the lex mercatoria includes:

- protection of acquisition in good faith
- patents and trade marks
- the bond
- the modern mortgage
- the notion of the economic corporation as a legal entity
- symbolic delivery through contract replacing the actual transfer of goods
- the bill of lading and other transportation documents. 37

It is still somewhat unclear what accounts for the great legal creativity that could have produced the lex mercatoria in such a short period of time. In an aside, Weber has suggested that the emergence of the Law Merchant was facilitated by medieval society's allowance for the co-existence of different legal bodies, each of which “corresponded to the needs of concrete interest groups.” 38 Harold Berman, a historian of legal thought, has similarly argued that the merchants constituted a fairly coherent and autonomous group in medieval society, and that they created a law that reflected this fact. 39 This was also a period of great economic expansion – what has been called “the commercial revolution of the middle ages” 40 – and merchants were quick to respond to the many opportunities that came in its wake.

A recent study of the lex mercatoria has drawn attention to the success of the merchants' courts at the Champagne Fairs in enforcing their verdicts, even though they had no state or similar political institution to back them up. 41 What to some extent compensated for not having
access to a coercive machinery was the ability of the merchants' courts to destroy a merchant's reputation if he behaved in a dishonest manner. This sounds plausible, even if a systematic study of actual cases would be more convincing than the game theoretical exercises that have been marshaled as proof.\textsuperscript{42} It also seems that even if the merchants did not have recourse to the coercive apparatus of some state, political rulers often assisted them when called upon.

According to a number of legal authorities, a new type of the \textit{lex mercatoria} has begun to emerge, from the 1960s onward, primarily in the West. Issues of international contracting, including international arbitration, are at the heart of this new legal phenomenon.\textsuperscript{43} Some similarities between these developments and the medieval \textit{lex mercatoria} do exist – both, for example, emerged outside of the state – even if these similarities should not be exaggerated.\textsuperscript{44} A sociological study of international commercial arbitration was also produced a few years ago, by a student of Bourdieu and by a U.S. legal scholar.\textsuperscript{45} Based on a series of interviews, the authors of \textit{Dealing in Virtue} argue that an important change has recently taken place in international commercial arbitration. While this type of arbitration used to be dominated by a small club of European legal scholars, it has increasingly been taken over by American law firms.

\textbf{Key legal institutions: Property, inheritance, the contract, and the concept of the corporation}

To discuss the legal institutions that make up the \textit{lex mercatoria} and to follow their development over the centuries up until today constitute an important task for the economic sociology of law, just as it is necessary to discuss the emergence of more recent legal innovations that are crucial to modern capitalism. In this section, however, I discuss only a few of the legal institutions that are central to the modern capitalist economy. The first of these – \textit{property} – is of fundamental importance to all economies and has, as a consequence, been heavily regulated in law. Class as well as status are crucially related to property. Marx paid less attention to the legal dimension of property than to its social meaning, and basically subsumed it under his concept of "relations of production." Durkheim lectured on the respect that people have had for property throughout history, and argued that the force behind this respect is ultimately derived from the moral authority of society.\textsuperscript{46} Durkheim’s analysis can be characterized as intriguing and highly speculative in nature.
Max Weber wrote voluminously on property, in his sociological as well as in his legal and historical writings. It is also Weber who has so far made the most sustained attempt to conceptualize property from a sociological perspective and integrate the result into a broader framework of economic sociology. Weber begins with the idea that property represents a distinct kind of social relationship, more precisely, it consists of a social relationship that allows for appropriation. For property to exist, the relationship has to be closed — other people have to be excluded from it — and this allows the actor to monopolize the use of X for himself. This X can be an object, a person, and so on. When an actor has appropriated something for herself, she has what Weber terms a “right”; and when this right can be passed on through inheritance, there is “property.” If the property in addition can be bought and sold, there is “free property.”

One can find an enormous variation throughout history when it comes to dealing with property. We learn, for example, from Weber’s early work on antiquity that land property in Rome had to go through several stages before it could be freely bought and sold on the market. At first the land was owned by the community and could not be sold at all. At a later stage it could be sold by an individual, but only on condition that the community gave its permission. And finally, land became perfectly alienable; it could be bought and sold at will.

Just as land and objects have been appropriated throughout history, according to Weber, so have human beings. Weber’s remarks on slaves as a form of property are well known, but less so is his observation that in many societies males have often had legal power over their wives and children, which is similar to the power slave owners have over their slaves:

This dominium [over wife and children in, e.g., Roman Law] is absolute.... The power of the house father extends with ritualistic limitations to execution or sale of the wife, and to sale of the children or leasing them out to labor.

In Economy and Society, Weber attempts to enumerate the most important sociological types of property that have existed throughout history — in agriculture, industry, and so on. He also discusses what kind of property relations and forms of appropriation are most suitable for modern capitalism. When it comes to labor, his answer is identical to that of Marx: modern capitalism works best (for the owners, Weber specifies) if the workers do not own the means of production. When this is the case, the owner gets to choose which workers she wants to
hire, and is furthermore in a position to impose discipline on them. Weber also stresses that modern capitalism will be more efficient (again, from the viewpoint of the owners) if the managers, as opposed to the owners, are allowed to run the corporations. While the original owner and creator of a business may have once been a skillful manager, his heirs are less likely to be so than a handpicked manager.

Modern sociology has not devoted much attention to the concept of property. Nonetheless, a nearly ontological grounding of individual property has been suggested by Erving Goffman in *Asylums*. People who are admitted to this type of institution are often not allowed to keep any private items, including those that are important for their personal appearance. This causes much grief:

One set of the individual’s possessions has a special relation to self. The individual ordinarily expects to exert some control over the guise in which he appears to others. For this he needs cosmetic and clothing supplies, tools for applying, arranging, and repairing these, and an accessible, secure place to store these supplies – in short, the individual will need an “identity kit” for the management of his personal front.

In recent economic sociology there also exist a few attempts to analyze property with the help of the concept of property rights. These studies have typically taken their inspiration from the law and economics literature and not from Weber. It has, for example, been argued that sociologists tend to forget that the state can change existing property rights and introduce new ones, and in this way influence the economy. In the United States, this happened for example when AT&T’s monopoly over the telecommunications sector was challenged in the late 1950s and replaced by a competitive market.

The notion of property rights has also been used to get a better grip on the transition to capitalism in Eastern Europe and in China, and to theorize the “hybrid” type of property that has recently emerged, that is, property that is neither fully private nor fully public. Drawing on the work of Harold Demsetz, some experts on China have, for example, recently suggested that the social structure of the rural industry in this country differs depending on the structure of the property rights of which there are four kinds: the right to ownership, the right to manage, the right to the income that is generated, and the right to enforce the existing order. The great variety of social arrangements, under which the rural industry in China currently operates, lends itself very well to a flexible notion of property of this type (see Figure 3).
Figure 3. Possible variations in property rights: The case of rural industry in China.

Comment: This figure was constructed with the help of the argument in Jean Oi and Andrew Walder, editors, Property Rights and Economic Reform in China (1999). In capitalism there is private ownership, the management is private, the right to the income is private, while the enforcement is carried out by the state. In socialism of the classical Soviet type, the state is not only the owner but also the manager; it has the right to the income and it does the enforcement. In contemporary China, however, the situation is somewhere in between capitalism and socialism, especially in the rural industry (see “X” in the figure). The state is, e.g., the owner, but the managers are private, and the right to income is divided between the state and the private managers.

A topic that has not been much explored in the sociology of property is that of intellectual property rights, which covers such items as patents, copyright, trade secrets, and trademarks. The Statute of Monopolies from 1523 in England is often cited as the first patent law but also the American Constitution of 1787 includes a famous passage on patents and copyright. According to the Constitution, the U.S. Congress has the power “to promote the progress of science and useful arts, by securing for limited times to authors and inventors the exclusive right to their respective writings and discoveries.” The basic idea, as Abraham Lincoln famously put it, was to use the patent system to “add the fuel of interest to the fire of genius.” The attempt to secure the rights of the “authors and inventors,” however, was soon replaced by the use of intellectual property law to secure the rights of corporations. This took place in the nineteenth century when the first patent pools were also organized. Corporations, in other words, could from now on buy and sell each other patents. The value of intellectual property to big corporations has increased enormously during the twentieth century with the emergence of the music industry, the drug industry, and the computer industry – what are sometimes referred to as “the copyright and patent industries.”
An interesting aspect of intellectual property has been noted by Robert Merton, namely that the effort to encourage "the inventive interest" of the individual scientist was soon replaced by the internal reward system of scientists. The scientist publishes her results and essentially is awarded the esteem of her colleagues. As science has become much more profitable, however, the applicability of this type of award system has shrunk considerably. This leads to the question of whether the current legal system still properly safeguards the interest of the inventor and encourages her activities.

*Inheritance* is closely related to the concept of property, as, for example, Weber's definition of property illustrates. This also means that it is part of the more general social mechanism of appropriation or of excluding other people from the opportunity to use a certain utility. While contemporary sociologists have paid little attention to inheritance, this is not the case with the classical sociologists. In *Democracy in America*, for example, Tocqueville devotes several pages to inheritance, which he regarded as a legal institution of great social and political importance.

According to Tocqueville, primogeniture is associated with the aristocratic type of society, and the equal right to inheritance with the democratic type. What especially impressed Tocqueville was that once certain types of inheritance laws are in place, they will slowly but inexorably reshape society according to their logic:

When the legislator has once regulated the law of inheritance, he may rest from his labor. The machine once put in motion will go on for ages, and advance, as if self-guided, towards a point indicated beforehand. When framed in a particular manner, this law unites, draws together, and vests property and power in a few hands; it causes an aristocracy, so to speak, to spring out of the ground. If formed on opposite principles, its action is still more rapid; it divides, distributes, and disperses both property and power.

Tocqueville also draws a distinction between the "direct" and the "indirect" impact of inheritance. By the former he means the impact of inheritance on some material object, for example when a landed property is divided into a certain number of plots. By indirect impact he refers to the fact that if landed property is divided, the division will also tend to dissolve the family's feeling for the property and the desire to keep it together.
Durkheim and Weber both judged inheritance to be of much importance to economic life. According to Durkheim, inheritance in modern society represents the survival of an archaic and collective form of property, which leads to inequality. "It is obvious," he states in one of his lectures, "that inheritance, by creating inequalities amongst men from birth that are unrelated to merit or service, invalidates the whole contractual system at its very roots." In Durkheim's opinion, inheritance was incompatible with the spirit of individualism in modern society and should therefore be abolished; he also predicted its disappearance.

Like Durkheim, Weber regarded the concept of inheritance as belonging to the legal past, since it deals with the actor in her capacity as a member of a family, and not in terms of what she has accomplished. The increasing freedom of testation in modern society Weber ascribed, among other things, to the need in families to adjust inheritance to the injustices of life. People "aim, in addition to munificence regarded as an obligation of decency, at the balancing of interests among family members in view of special economic needs." Finally, Weber challenged the easy identification of primogeniture with aristocracy, by pointing out that equal division of land was the rule in France, before as well as after the creation of the famous Napoleonic Code.

When it comes to the contract, the most frequently cited work in sociology is without question The Division of Labor in Society by Durkheim. In a rebuttal to Herbert Spencer, whose political ideal was a society that operated exclusively on the basis of individual contracts, Durkheim pointed out that a contract can work efficiently only if there already exists a social structure to support it. "Everything in the contract is not contractual... Wherever a contract exists, it is submitted to regulation which is the work of society and not that of individuals." When he lectured on the contract, Durkheim also discussed its evolution throughout history. What especially fascinated him, as well as several of his students, was that once a contract has been entered into, it is respected by the actors as well as by society. That a contract in this way can acquire a truly "binding force" was the result, he suggested, of "a revolutionary innovation in law" and could be explained only with the help of sociology.

To Weber, the law of contracts represents an "enabling law" par excellence since a contract allows the actors to engage in new types of behavior that they agree upon among themselves. Contracts were
used very early in history, but not in the economy; and at this early
stage they also involved the whole person ("status contracts," in Weber's
terminology). The modern type of contract, in contrast, is primarily
used in the economic sphere and has a narrow scope ("purposive
contracts"). For rational capitalism to operate efficiently, it is abso-
lutely essential that the transfer of property is stable and operates
smoothly; and this is something that only the modern (purposive)
contract can ensure.

Weber never got around to writing on the modern use of the purposive
contract (or on the modern use of any of the other legal institutions
that are central to rational capitalism). He does, however, occasionally
touch on the structure of the modern employment contract; and what
he has to say on this point is reminiscent of Marx, namely that the
asymmetry of power between the worker and the employer makes the
freedom of contract largely illusory.74 Enabling laws, in other words,
tend to promote formal freedom as opposed to substantive freedom:

This type of rules [that is, enabling rules] does no more than create the
framework for valid agreements which, under conditions of formal freedom,
are officially available to all. Actually, however, they are accessible only to
the owners of property and thus in effect support their very autonomy and
power positions.75

At one point in *Economy and Society* Weber notes that businessmen
rarely go to court to settle their disputes over a contract.76 This insight
is also central to an important article by legal scholar Stewart Macaulay,
which deserves a special mention. In an article that appeared in 1963 in
*The American Sociological Review*, and that is based on a study of
businessmen in Wisconsin, the author argues that a common reason
why businessmen hesitate to use the court system is that they feel that
this is not the way to deal with business associates. Macaulay cites a
businessman as saying the following:

if something comes up, you get the other man on the telephone and deal with
the problem. You don't read legalistic contract clauses at each other if you
ever want to do business again. One doesn't run to lawyers if he wants to stay
in business because one must behave decently.77

In a later study Macaulay has suggested that managers mainly avoid
going to court because it is more expensive than settling a dispute
through other means. In an interesting twist on this, he points out that
money is also the reason why insurance companies do go to court in
cases that involve huge claims in automobile accidents: "In such cases,
the amount involved is so substantial that no official in the company wants to assume responsibility for writing the check; it seems safer to do this under the compulsion of a court order.\textsuperscript{78}

While the innovative nature of Macaulay's research must be acknowledged, it should also be pointed out that it does not prove that businessmen always prefer to settle disputes about contracts between themselves. In a study from the 1990s, Macaulay and other researchers found a dramatic increase in the number of contractual disputes that were brought to court.\textsuperscript{79} In the light of this later research, the "Macaulay Thesis" can perhaps be formulated in the following way: businessmen may prefer to settle contractual disputes between themselves, rather than go to court; exactly to what extent this is so, however, must be investigated in each particular case.\textsuperscript{80}

The sociological insight of Durkheim and others that the contract is embedded in society has been further developed in American legal thought under the heading of "relational contracting." Classical contract theory, it is argued in this type of literature, deals with an idealized and isolated part of what actually goes on. In real life, everything from production to consumption is connected into one big whole of organically linked "relational contracts."\textsuperscript{81} While there is some affinity between this type of argument and the way in which sociologists look at contracts, the notion of relational contracting has not attracted much interest from sociologists.

The reason for this neglect may well be related to the general lack of work done by modern sociologists on the contract in the first place. There do exist some exceptions, however, including a traditional concern with the labor contract.\textsuperscript{82} Oliver Williamson's argument that the contract is linked to the market, just as authority relations characterize the firm, has also led to some debate among sociologists, including the suggestion that things are considerably more complex in reality.\textsuperscript{83} In Carol Heimer's study of insurance contracts, she investigates how risk is managed in this type of contract.\textsuperscript{84} By trying to control for those parts of risk that have their origin in the observation that actors' behavior is interrelated ("reactive risk," in Heimer's terminology), the probabilities for loss are stabilized.

The legal evolution of the modern corporation is clearly of much interest to an economic sociology of law, and the notion of the firm as a \textit{legal personality} is a particularly relevant topic. Most importantly, it
is by virtue of this particular notion that the firm has been able to acquire full legal independence from individual persons. To cite Weber, "The most rational actualization of the idea of legal personality of organizations consists in the complete separation of the legal spheres of the members from the separately constituted legal sphere of the organization."\textsuperscript{85} The notion of legal personality represents, in other words, a legal mechanism that allows individuals to act in novel ways. It is also an integral part of the structure of the modern Western firm.

Only two sociologists have paid more than cursory attention to the notion of legal personality: Max Weber and James Coleman.\textsuperscript{86} According to Weber, this notion falls under the heading of "associational contracts" and can consequently be characterized as an enabling law.\textsuperscript{87} Weber unfortunately traces only the early history of the notion of legal personality and notes that it was used for certain political and religious organizations rather than for economic ones during the Middle Ages. He does mention, however, that the complementary notion of a firm owning property of its own, which is distinct from the personal property of individuals, started to emerge during the early fourteenth century in Florence.\textsuperscript{88} The notion of legal personality was eliminated from French law during the Revolution, but was soon reintroduced to facilitate market transactions. No such interruption occurred in England, on the other hand, where the notion of legal personality was first used in the thirteenth century, when charters were issued to towns. Still, it was not until the nineteenth century that the notions of limited liability and joint-stock corporation became common.\textsuperscript{89}

Although Weber discusses the notion of legal personality in his sociology of law, James Coleman assigns it a place in his general sociology.\textsuperscript{90} According to Coleman, studying the notion of legal personality constitutes a way of tracking the evolution of a revolutionary innovation in human history, namely the discovery that people can create groups for their own specific purposes. People have always lived in groups, but it was first at a relatively late stage in history that they consciously began to create new ones. The conceptual breakthrough, according to Coleman, came in the thirteenth century, when an Italian jurist called Sinibaldo de' Fieschi (later known as Pope Innocent IV), introduced the notion that a "persona ficta" or a "fictitious person" should have the same legal standing as an individual, even though it lacked a physical body.\textsuperscript{91} This also meant that organizations could have their own interests, something that has had enormous consequences for the develop-
ment of society. Today we live in an "asymmetric society," in which the individual has next to no power, compared to that of the modern corporation.

**Current research in economic sociology**

While no effort has been made to develop a systematic and general analysis of the role that law plays in economic life – what has here been called an economic sociology of law – there do exist a number of studies that would naturally fall into such a field. In some studies, for example, economic sociologists have included a discussion of law in their analyses. One example of this is Neil Fligstein's analysis of the way in which antitrust legislation has influenced the strategies and the internal power structure of American firms during the twentieth century. Mark Granovetter has similarly noted that business groups can be defined as legally separate firms, and that anti-trust legislation constitutes a serious obstacle to the formation of business groups in the United States. There also exist a number of studies that draw on a combination of organizational sociology and the sociology of law, and that have produced valuable insights into the relationship of legal and economic forces. In one study, finally, the law and economics movement has been criticized for legitimizing gender inequality in the labor market. Research on the informal economy also suggests that informal economic activities can be defined as activities that evade laws and regulations.

But it is also possible to pick out some general themes of research that discuss certain aspects of the role that law plays in the economy. There exists, for example, an attempt in several studies to focus on the firm as a distinct legal actor. Several attempts have also been made to study the role of bankruptcy as well as what happens when a firm or some of its employees break the law. The most innovative of these three themes, insofar as the study of law in general is concerned, may well be the work on the firm as a legal actor. This type of research has grown out of new institutional analysis in organizational sociology and uses as its point of departure the idea that law is part of every firm's surroundings. Through a series of studies of the 1964 Civil Rights Act and related legislation, it has been shown why certain firms rather than others have responded positively to this type of law and implemented a series of legal measures, such as formal grievance procedures for nonunion members and special offices for equal employment opportu-
nity and affirmative action.\textsuperscript{101} Observers, however, have also noted that many of the measures that have created this "legalization of the workplace" serve mainly to legitimize the firm in the eyes of its surroundings; and that management is careful to see to it that these new legal measures do not interfere with important interests in the firm. In Lauren Edelman's formulation, "Organizations' structural responses to law mediate the impact of law on society by helping to construct the meaning of compliance in a way that accommodates managerial interests."\textsuperscript{102}

Some interesting sociological studies have also been carried out on corporate crime – when firms break the law as well as when their employees engage in criminal activities.\textsuperscript{103} Policing the stock exchange constitutes an important and difficult task, given the enormous values that are at stake and the temptations that exist for the individual.\textsuperscript{104} While insider crimes and embezzlement constitute fairly straightforward phenomena from a conceptual viewpoint, this is much less the case with, for example, whistle-blowing and organizational crimes. In whistle-blowing enormous pressure is often put on the employee who accuses her firm of wrongdoing.

As an example of organizational crime – that is, criminal behavior that benefits the firm, but not necessarily the individual – one can mention price-fixing, which is common in all industrial countries and involves enormous amounts of money. In a recent study of price-fixing, it has been shown that the social structure of this type of activity lends itself very well to network analysis.\textsuperscript{105} Price-fixing of standard products (e.g., switchgear) typically leads to decentralized networks, since little direction is needed from above, while the opposite is true for more complex products (e.g., turbines). The more links there are to an actor in a price-fixing network, the larger the risk that she will be found out.

One form of economic legislation that has been studied quite a bit by sociologists is bankruptcy. For more than a decade research on personal bankruptcies has been conducted in the United States, and one of the findings is that during the 1977–1999 period these increased more than 400 percent and often involved middle class people.\textsuperscript{106} But there also exist a growing number of studies of corporate bankruptcies. The most important of these – \textit{Rescuing Business} by Bruce Carruthers and Terence Halliday – is a comparative study of the 1978 U.S. Bankruptcy Code and the English Insolvency Act from 1986.\textsuperscript{107} According to the authors, research on law and society has failed to understand
that legal professionals play a role not only in interpreting the law, but also in shaping the way in which it is changed and reformed. It is also emphasized that the general thrust of the law in the United States, as opposed to in England, is to encourage the reorganization (rather than the liquidation) of firms that are in trouble.

**Law and economics**

One of the most successful developments, not only in American legal thought but also internationally, is what is known as “law and economics,” which traces its origins to the early 1960s in the United States. During its early phase, this type of analysis was quite radical and it insisted that the logic of neoclassical economics could be used to solve a number of important legal problems, economic as well as non-economic. Lately, however, law and economics has begun to include a number of institutional, psychological, and sociological approaches; and there seems to be no reason why one day the economic sociology of law should not be part of it as well.

The heart of the law and economics movement is sometimes referred to as “Chicago Law and Economics,” and this is a reminder that most of its founders were active at the University of Chicago. Of these it is Richard Posner who has done much to turn law and economics into a general approach in jurisprudence. He has, for example, produced the first and still very influential textbook – *Economic Analysis of Law* (1st edition 1972, 5th edition 1998) – and he has also regularly tried to survey and pull together the field. The basic idea in law and economics, according to Posner, is that the logic of economics can and should inform legal analysis as well as legislation. Every actor is driven by self-interest, be it a criminal, a legislator, or a lawyer. What especially informs judges and the legal system as a whole is “wealth maximization.” A concern with justice, Posner says, is roughly the same as a concern with wealth. If you can rearrange the situation so that more social wealth is produced, you should do so. Judges, of course, also have to follow common law doctrines, but these often came into being during the nineteenth century when laissez-faire ideology was strong in American legal thought.

At the heart of Posner’s reasoning is the so-called Kaldor-Hicks concept of efficiency. According to the theorem of Pareto superiority, an exchange should be made only if at least one actor is better off and no
one is worse off. The Kaldor-Hicks concept of efficiency is less demanding, and basically states that an exchange is efficient if there is an increase in social wealth – that is, if the change in wealth as a result of an exchange, minus any potential damage to a third party, is positive.

Posner has lately started to define himself more as a pragmatist than as a strict law and economics person; and also when we look at the second key figure in the law and economics movement it is possible to perceive a similar drift away from a neoclassical stance. This is R. H. Coase, author of the most influential writing in this field, "The Problem of Social Cost." The standard interpretation of this article – the so-called Coase Theorem – can be summarized as follows. On the assumption of zero transaction costs (i.e., that it does not cost anything to draw up a contract, go to court and so on), it does not matter which of the two parties in a dispute about damages will be assigned the legal rights. The logic of the market will in both cases lead to the same result, namely, to the most efficient use of the resources.

The argument in Coase's article is difficult to follow, but has been explicated in an exemplary manner by Mitchell Polinsky. Assume that the smoke from a factory causes damage to the laundry of some residents who live near by. The damage to the laundry is estimated at $75 per household; and there are five households, making the total damage $375. The damage can be eliminated in two ways. Either a smokescreen can be installed in the chimney of the factory, at a cost of $150, or each resident can be given an electric dryer, at a cost of $50 per resident. The efficient solution is clearly to choose the smokescreen, since this will cost only $150 – considerably less than the total damage, which amounts to $375, or buying dryers for $250 (5 × $50).

Coase's argument, to repeat, is that if transaction costs are zero, the efficient solution will be the same, regardless of who is assigned the legal rights in the situation – be it the factory owner or the residents. This can be shown in the following way. Assume, to start out with, that the factory owner is assigned the legal rights (in this case: an entitlement to clean air). The residents will then have to decide if they want to suffer the full damage of $375, the cost for buying dryers for $250, or the cost of installing a smokescreen for $150. The last is the obvious efficient solution. Assume now that the legal rights are assigned to the residents. The owner of the factory can now choose between compensating the residents for the initial damage ($375), buying them dryers
($250), or installing a smokescreen ($150). Again – and this clinches the argument – the most efficient solution is to install a smokescreen.

To look at what represents the most efficient solution to various conflicts, followers of Coase have argued, allows them to approach many legal problems in a novel manner and to generate suggestions for judges to follow. One may also advance legal thought by gradually making Coase’s argument more complex, for example, by introducing various types of transaction costs. This is done, for example, in An Introduction to Law and Economics by Mitchell Polinsky, where the Coase Theorem is applied to a number of issues, such as breach of contract, nuisance law, and pollution control.¹¹⁶

That law and economics contains more than strict neoclassical reasoning can, however, be illustrated by Coase’s own apparent tendency not to subscribe to the so-called Coase Theorem. The reason why he assumed zero transaction costs in his analysis, according to Coase himself, was to show that one should not automatically assume that the best way to solve cases involving damage is simply to let the guilty party pay for the whole damage. By introducing the idea of market forces, one can show that other – and more efficient – solutions are also possible. Coase has also pointed out that the main thrust of his argument in “The Problem of Social Cost” had to do with situations where transaction costs are involved:

Because of this, the rights which individuals possess, with their duties and privileges, will be, to a large extent, what the law determines. As a result, the legal system will have a profound effect on the working of the economic system and may in certain respects be said to control it.¹¹⁷

Another well-known study that shows the breadth as well as the creativity of the law and economics approach is Robert Ellickson’s Order without Law. Ellickson was an expert in law and economics and a believer in the Coase Theorem when he set out to test it through an empirical study in Shasta County, California.¹¹⁸ The situation he chose to investigate was precisely the one discussed in Coase’s article on the problem of social cost, namely when cattle belonging to landowner A stray onto the property of landowner B and cause some damage. According to the Coase Theorem, as we know, it should not matter in this situation if it is A or B who has the legal rights, given zero transaction costs. What Ellickson found in his study, however, was that people in Shasta county mostly chose to ignore the law because of the high transaction costs, or rather because it was so expensive to settle
things according to the law. When damages of the type that Coase describes did occur, however, people tended to rely on local norms to settle their disputes. Ellickson also discovered that people were ignorant about the law. In brief, the Coase Theorem is of little use in analyzing reality.

Another insight of Coase that has received a neoclassical twist as well as a broader interpretation is that property rights are of great importance in the analysis of most economic phenomena. A major point in "The Problem of Social Cost," according to the author, was to make clear that "what are traded on the market are not, as is often supposed by economists, physical entities but the rights to perform certain actions, and the rights which individuals possess are established by the legal system." This idea has shown itself to be very productive, to judge from the enormous literature on property rights that has emerged since the 1960s. Once picked apart, it turns out that the concept of property covers a number of complex situations, as exemplified by the kind of property rights that are associated with such diverse economic institutions as land, capital, shareholding corporations, mutual savings institutions, and so on. The property rights perspective also invites a historical as well as a comparative perspective; and a number of studies along these lines have also been produced.

While it is obvious that many studies in the law and economics literature fail to single out and analyze the impact of social relations, it should also be clear from what has just been said that the law and economics movement is quite diverse and broad enough to encompass different types of analyses, including an economic sociology of law. This latter type of analysis may one day have quite a bit to offer the law and economics movement. In the meantime, however, law and economics has much that is of interest to the sociologist, both in terms of ideas and empirical research. When it comes to ideas, the notion of property rights is a case in point and has already been discussed. As to empirical research, there is much to choose from, including Rafael La Porta and his coauthors' attempt to compare the impact of common law on economic growth to that of civil law. What these authors found was that the rights of minority shareholders as well as shareholders in general were much better protected in countries with legal systems that belong to the common law tradition than to the civil law tradition. Finally, it is time for sociologists to realize that law and economics is not a conservative or right-wing project. It has
practitioners who are liberals, social democrats, and the like. More importantly, many of its key ideas can be very helpful to economic sociology.

Concluding remarks on the agenda for an economic sociology of law

In this article, I have attempted to outline the field of what can be called the economic sociology of law, and also to draw up a research agenda for this type of study. The latter was primarily done by referring to the work of Max Weber and the tradition coming out of the research program of Willard Hurst, and by pointing to a number of topics that should be part of the economic sociology of law (such as property, contracts, inheritance, and other key institutions of capitalism). I have also noted that the effect of law and regulations on the economy is not only to restrain economic activities, but to make certain economic actions possible. Contract law is the paradigmatic example of this latter type of law. Law can be "enabling" (Weber) and it can "release energy" (Hurst).

An alternative way of outlining the agenda for an economic sociology of law, which has the advantage of being more systematic in nature and also easier to recall, would be to look at the role of law and regulations in the three main sectors of the economy: the corporate economy, the state economy, and the household economy. Again, the emphasis would be on law and regulations as part of ongoing economic life. It is not what the law says that is of primary interest to the economic sociologist, but the role that law plays in the way that the economy operates on an everyday basis.

In the corporate economy – which is what economic sociologists usually focus on – law plays a key role in regulating the economic interests of individuals and firms. Typical topics include property rights, and economic relationships inside as well as between economic organizations. Some organizations also have as their main task to regulate what goes on in markets, how labor relations are to be structured, and the like. While some sociological studies exist of such topics as anti-trust law, corporate bankruptcy, and the legal situation of employees, much research remains to be done within this sphere.

In the state economy – which amounts to one third (or more) of the GNP in modern capitalist societies – the economic and legal situation
is often different from what it is in the corporate economy. This is very much due to the mixture of economic and political interests that is characteristic of this part of the economy. As an example of this, one can mention the special economic and legal situation of employers and employees in the state economy. While the corporate economy is self-regulating in many ways, the state economy is also self-regulating in the sense that it is the state itself that issues many of the formal laws and regulations. Courts are directly related to the state, in one way or another, while they have a different type of relationship to the corporate economy. The great flows of money in the state sector, which come from taxes, fees, and so on, also raise special legal issues – as does redistribution in the form of pensions, welfare benefits, and the like. Since economic sociologists rarely single out the state economy as a distinct economic sphere of its own, little attention has been devoted to it, including its legal dimension.

*The household economy* covers the economic situation of single persons, with or without children, and couples, with or without children. In terms of interests, there is often a mixture of economic and emotional interests in this sphere of the economy, which sometimes also include sexual interests. The economic situation of women in the household has changed during the last few decades, due to their increasing participation in the labor market, and this has had many economic and legal repercussions in the household that need to be better understood. The same is true for changes in the structure of the family; what happens when there is a divorce, when a parent dies, and the like has a great impact on the economic and legal structure of the household. Children have also during the last ten to fifteen years emerged as a topic of study, in sociology in general as well as in economic sociology.

It should finally be noted that even if it is crucial to take all three spheres of the economy into account, when one discusses the agenda of the economic sociology of law, there is also the fact that these are strongly connected to each other in many ways. Flows from the corporate economy and the state economy to the household economy are characteristic of modern capitalist societies and have important legal dimensions. Here, as elsewhere, however, what is imperative in the economic sociology of law is not so much to study what the law proclaims, but rather how it operates in the economy on an everyday basis.
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